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AMAZING GRACE; HOW SWEET THE SOUND

I have an experience planted firmly in m history. An experience
that I would like to share with you.

The day is warm and sunny. The time is a moment 4 yrs. ago
on Sunday during the early summer. The place is at the corner
of Jackson Road and Wesleyan Drive in Macon, Ga.

I had picked Diana1s sister up at the nursing home and was
returning to her parent1s home. I pulled up to the stop sign
at the intersection and proceeded.

Suddenly, I heard screeching tires and caught a glimpse of a
car sliding broadside toward us. Then he went down the
embankment and came to halt at a level place. I had not
looked both ways and had pulled out in front of this driver.
Only his driving ability saved us from a terrible collision.

I was guilty of a driving error and deserved punishment.
Fighting back the desire to escape by driving away, I went
over to greet the man I had wronged. I expected to be greeted
with a clenched fist in the eye, but instead he extended his
hand in a warm handshake and told me that it was all right.

A total stranger extended to me "amazing grace", and "how sweet" was
the sound to my ears. I did not deserve that grace. I did deserve a
black eye. Yet, he gave me grace when I really needed it.

I. DEFINITION

Grace: what is it? How might we obtain a handle on this term
and such an experience? Mr. Webster identifies grace as "unmerited
divine assistance; a virtue coming from God". The Interpreters Bible
Dictionary identifies grace as an "undeserved kindness". "Grace is
God's uncoveted, undeserved mercy toward all persons...in Jesus
Christ". (v.2, p.468)

We think of grace as only having theological meaning. Yet, it
finds its way into our vocabulary in everyday language. Each time,
however, it has broad theological implications.

Your house payment may be due on the first of the month.
However, you have a 10 day "grace period". You have until the 10th of
the month to place that check in your banker's hand. Of course the
bank needs you to be graceful to them. Don't wait more than 10 days.
Remember, they have to pay their bills too.

It is graceful to send your wife flowers, a box of candy, or a
gift for no special reason or occasion. It's O.K. to send those
things at times other than anniversaries and birthdays. However, they
deserve that recognition. And, I promise that no florist or gift shop










